miCori IV Outpost is proud to announce that the distinguished gravitation physicist Zoriah Prosk is pursuing further research breakthroughs in its laboratories. Another sign that the Far Arm is attracting the movers and shakers of the Imperium!
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Troch al Independent Outpost still holds down the frontier. Manchi incursions. Piracy is no longer a significant problem.

The MiCori II mining station awaits the visitor with a taste for industrial technology. By far my favorite, though, is the MiCori III mining station. A magnificent HiathraStarbase and the historic MiCori I mining station.
Piracy has been virtually wiped out in this sector.

Lagrange mining colony produces the finest titanium in the galaxy. Nar sea fields of antimatter shards have attracted much attention in popular entertainment, but space is a big place, so they’re easy to avoid!